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’Cuz I got
Cat class

Photos by Franchesca Esquibel/
Spartan Daily
(Above) Students in an image in motion art class draw portraits of
Stanley, a 10 month -old -cat, who was brought to class specifically to be
studied and drawn by the artists. During the class, Stanley and another cat
were free to roam around while being observed by the students, who will
eventually put together animated clips from single drawings of cats.
(Far right) Gia Luc (standing) and Danny Lee (on floor) practice physical
behaviors of animals that will later be drawn in a series to become animated. In this case, Lee is imitating a cat by rubbing against Luc’s leg.
(Right) Kyman Jeung, an art major with a concentration in illustration,
meticulously draws a skeletal replica of a cat from an actual cat skeleton

Year-round school not a popular plan AIDS outlook worse
Editor’s Note:The vote to pass Bill AB
126 is a lengthy one. The Spartan
Daily will run a story Wednesday
dealing with the voting process.
By Brandy Sailors
StairWriter

The
California
State
University system hasn’t done a
survey to see if the faculty and
students of the 23 campuses want
a year-round system implemented
or not.
In an unscientific survey,
polling 85 students and faculty at
San Jose State University, the
Spartan Daily found that more
than half do not want a yearround school system.
If passed, bill AB 126, which
outlines a plan for a year-round
school system, is scheduled to be
implemented, university-wide, by
the academic year 2004-2005. The
bill, which was introduced Jan. 6,

aeer + $$
Students are able to
judge the state of the
economy by how
much a beer costs
By Brandy Sailors
StaffWriter

Students without beer is like
peanut butter without jelly salt
cheese without
without pepper
you can’t have one
crackers
without the other.
"Animal House" showed us the
epitome of a college students life,
and beer is in the center, such as

Ken Swisher, public affairs
director for the CSU, said the
year-round system failed in the
’60s, but with the increasing number of students now, it’s a good
time to try again.

will be voted on by the higher education committee on March 16.
Although the majority isn’t in
favor of the system, CSU
Chancellor Charles Reed said he
is pushing for it to begin in the
summer of 2000, which is sooner
than what the bill states.
George Runner, a California
State assemblyman, is co-authoring bill AB 126 with Reed. The bill
states each of the campuses in the
University of California and
California State University systems will offer a fully operational
year-round schedule to all students, and funding will be provided by the state from the annual
Budget Act.
In a February press release,
Runner said this bill will allow
students the opportunity to take a
full schedule of courses yearround. He stated his goal was to
implement a "seamless yearround operation."
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An unscientific sampling of 85 students and teachers if they’d favor
the new bill proposed by the CSU for school around the calendar.
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than data suggests
By Laurie Phillips
Staff Writer

Oscar Battle Jr., health education coordinator at San Jose State
University, teaches students
about HIV prevention by asking
how many would be willing to
lend their new sports cars to
someone they just met in a nightclub.
The common response to this
question, he said, is very few
given the car’s high value. When
he asks how many people would
be willing to take someone home
for the night, many more say they
would. Battle said he is puzzled
that students don’t also view their
bodies as things of value.
"It’s not a lack of knowledge,
it’s a lack of common sense,"

Battle said, explaining students
often have the facts about HIV
but don’t necessarily know how’ to
transfer that information to their
own lives.
Data released recently by the
Santa Clara County Public
Health Department encourage
the attitude Battle sees among
students but may not reflect the
real state of HIV and AIDS. The
data show the actual number Of
AIDS cases has decreased but
that may not necessarily be true.
"’This is a pretty helpful sample, but we know it’s just a sapsple," said Vera Shadle, AIDS surveillance coordinator for Santa
Clara County, of the statistics.
"We don’t have any reliable

See AIDS, page 8

editaitiO
"It would be a good deal for us,
and the bar is still making over
100 percent profit," Webb said.
He said he can spend $10 to get
a 12 pack of Miller, and that gets
the night rolling. Once at the bar,
Webb said he refuses to give the
bar more than $20 of his money.
For $20 a student can get about
five beers at a bar or pub, and
that’s only if they don’t tip. If they
tip, then the student is yielding
about four beers per $20.
Danit Bismanovsky, a criminal
justice major, said she doesn’t go
out to the bars very often because
it’s too expensive. With the cover

See Beer, page .3

the best Daily deals around town
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Guinness $2 50
w/ School ID
MISSION ALE
HOUSE

Miller Genuine
Draft 500
8-10 p.m.
TOONS

Bud Draft $1 00
9-10 pm
THE USUAL

Sierra Nevada
$2 75 all night
THE FLYING
PIG PUB

Guinness $2 50
w/ School ID
MISSION ALE
HOUSE

Miller Genuine
Draft $1 00
8-10 p m
TOONS

Genuine
Draft $1 00
8 10 p m
TOONS
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See School, page 8

The never ending school year

the jelly in a doughnut.
Post college life is the time to
worry about having a career,
mortgages, kids and life insurance.
For now, the concern is the cost
of beer. For the peanuts students
are working for, or the peanuts
their parents are giving them,
beer just costs too much.
Robert Webb, a criminal law
major at San Jose State
University, said $2 would be a fair
price for a pint of Gordon Biersch.

Weekly Beer S-pecials-

Becky Warren, an aid to
Runner, said there is a hearing
scheduled on Mar. 16 with the
higher education committee. The
bill is not in final form, in terms of
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Tracy Pierce, a bartender at Mission Ale House
serves drinks One of the busiest days of the week
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is Thursday, and according to manager, Doug
Cookerly, the bar usually gets packed with people.
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Freedom to make hard choices appreciated
More teachers should
have courage to speak
out against overcrowding
Marcia Holstrom did the right thing March 2 by
conducting class on Tower Lawn in front of
President Robert Caret’s office to protest the
overcrowding of modular classrooms.
Holstrom, a geography lecturer at San Jose State
University, teaches 47 students in a modular unit that
forcing 12 students to
has only 35 available desks
sit on the floor.
The modulars, located on Tenth Street next to the
ATMs, officially replaced the Business Classrooms
that began undergoing renovations March 1.
. Holstrom’s complaint about the modulars being
inadequate in terms of the teaching environment and
space are justified. Students and faculty deserve better.
Holstrom’s concerns should be immediately
addressed by the SJSU administration and president’s office.
Students pay to sit in a desk during lectures.
Students pay to be lectured by professors that have
access to adequate teaching materials.
The temporary portables do not provide professors
with a table at the front of the room which is necessary for holding an overhead projector and other
teaching materials.
The temporary portables do not provide professors
with map fixtures or pull down screens for projections.
. In fact, the only teaching aid in each modular is a
television and videocassette recorder.
Some professors, who also teach in the modulars,
were reported as being satisfied by the new facilities.
Some people on campus might even think
Holstrom’s actions were too dramatic and over-thetop.
But Holstrom was not wrong for protesting the
obviously poor conditions of the portables.
When people don’t speak up and take action
against these types of situations, the problems will
remain unnoticed by university officials.
If more professors and lecturers follow Holstrom’s
lead, change will come about more quickly.
If more professors and lecturers follow Holstrom’s
lead, the university’s administration will take notice
and do something about the crowded conditions and
inadequate teaching necessities.
The administration should take the time to reevaluate the amount of students enrolled in each class
compared to the size of the classrooms. If there are not
enough desks for students, then the obvious action
veould be to reassign the class to another classroom
located in another building on campus.
Yes, this kind of evaluation will require more work
on-the part of die university administration.
.-n118- Ildlicitinfl of evattration will be a temporary
irlifirivenience for all those involved.
But, sitting on the floor and using the a chalkboard
as map is also an inconvenience.

25 years, nothing has polarized America
For
more than the issue of abortion. It is a subject
that causes the deepest of rifts. It cuts across
racial barriers, it cuts across economic lines, it
knows no party affiliation.
Sadly, the author of the landmark Supreme
Court decision, Roe vs. Wade, that legalized a
woman’s right to an abortion, died Thursday.
Harry Blackmun was a champion to many; to
others he was a pariah.
The 7-2 ruling, in which Blackmun wrote the
majority opinion, is probably the single biggest decision handed down by the Court in the last half of
the 20th Century.
The decision fourid an implicit right to privacy in
the Constitution broad enough to allow a woman’s
right to end a pregnancy.
Not since Brown vs. the Board of Education had
a ruling from the High Court had such a profound
impact on Americans.
It gave a sense of legitimacy to the feminist
movement of the 1970s. Roe vs. Wade was the first
time since women were given the right to vote, that
America acknowledged women as individuals. It
said for the first time that women had choices that
were constitutionally g-uaranteed.
Blackmun said the polarity of the issue, made it
a hard decision to write, but, "It’s a step that had to
be taken ... toward the full emancipation of women."
Just as pro-choicers applauded the decision, the
religious right abhorred it.
Blackmun once said about his opinion, "We all
pick up tags. I’ll carry this one to my grave."
Personally, I am thankful the world knew Harry
Blackmun.
Shortly after my wife, Debi, and I were married,

we decid0 that we would try to start a family.
We became pregnant almost immediately. But
one month into the pregnancy, the doctor noticed a
problem with the developing fetus. He told us the
odds of it being a viable pregnancy were virtually
one of which
nil. He explained the options to us
was a fetal termination, an abortion.
Although we have always been pro-choice, Debi
and I agonized over the decision to terminate the
pregnancy. We eventually decided on an abortion.
SO( months later, we tried again, and 18 months
ago, she gave birth to a boy.
I sometimes think about the decision we made,
and I always conclude we made the right choice.
My son is the light of my life. He embodies all of
the best characteristics of myself and my wife.
Would I trade my son for the baby that may or
may not have been bom healthy ?
Not for one second.
The decision I carne to concerning the abortion
was the most gut-wrenching, painstaking one I’ve
ever had to make in my life. I can’t begin to fathom
how difficult it was for Debi. It was only a baby in
name to me, but it was a part of her. The bottom line
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India Students Association
General meeting from 11:30
a.m. to 1 p.m. in Pacheco Room,
Student Union. For more information, call Andy Atta 787-7010.

Devid

Spartan Water Polo Club
Practice from
to 10 p m at
the Aquatic Center For more
information, call Grant
Blackburn at 1650; 369-2271
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Opinion page policies
Reader 11.1. encouraged to expres. theniselve. on the
a 411111011 page with a Letter to the Editor
a 200-word nominee to an isnie or point
A letter to the Editor

A.S. Elections
(7andidate forum from 12 15 to
1 15 p m in the Almaden Room,
Student Union. For more information. call Robyn Jones at 9245950

Nurses Christian Fellowship
Bible study t 2 p
at the
Montalvo Room, Student Union.
For more information, call Diane
Stegmeir at 279-6385.

of view that his appeared an the Spartan Daily
Submission. become the property of the Spartan

Daily and may

be edited for clarity, grammar label and length Submissions
mum contain the uthor’s mime. address, phone number,
mgnature nd major
Submismons may be put in the Letter. to the Editor box t the
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel HIl Room 209, sent by fax
to 1408i 924.3237, ornaded to SDAILYPirric luau edu or mailed to
the Spartan Daily gammon Editor, School of Journalism and Mma
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Team Building Workshop
The Student Leadership
Development Workshop Series
will begin at 11 a.m. in the
Council Chambers, Student
Union. For more information, call
the Student Life Center at 9245950.
Daily Mass
The Catholic Campus
Ministry will hold Mass at 12:10
p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Center, located at the corner of
San Carlos and 10th streets. For
more information. call Ginny at
938-1610

Child Development Club
General meetings at 12:30
p.m. in Sweeney Hall, room 401
and at 3:30 p.m. in the Central
Classroom Building, room 118.
Golden Rey Honor Society
General meeting at noon in
Council Chambers, Student
Union. For more information, call
Stacie Haro at (831)427-8211
Asian Baptist Student
Koinonia
Dinner and Bible study at
6:30 p.m. in Guadalupe Room,
Student Union. For more infor
mation, call Ki Kim 984-6263.

Wednesday
Department of Meteorology
Seminar presentation on globid distribution and trends of tropospheric ozone from noon to
1:30 p.m. For more information,
call 924.5200.

ADVERTISING

ADVISERS

Marketing Interview and Job
Skills Workshop
The Marketing Association
will host Gisele Larsen of
Enterprises from 4:30 to 5:45
p.m. in the Costanoan Room,
Student Union to discuss interviewing skills and tools for job
searches. For more information,
call Hanh at 251-1653.

Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art and Design
will show student art from 10
m to 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings A
lecture series featuring painter ’
and printmaker Hung Liu from 5
to 6 p m in the Art building,
room 133 A reception will be
held from 6 to 8 p m For more
information, call Scott or Jenny
at 924.4330 regarding the
exhibits or Andy at 924-4328
regarding the lecture or the
reception.
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is that we were free to choose what we thought best
for us, not what some legislation told us was right.
I don’t wruit to get into the debate of whether it
was a living being that is something for me and
my God to decide.
All the rhetoric won’t make me think our decision was wrong. It won’t make me think it was right
either.
One fundamental principle that pro-lifers seem
to always miss when it comes to abortion, is that
the decision is an intensely personal one. Another is
a woman’s
that an abortion is merely an option
option.
An abortion is something only a woman can
decide. I could advise Debi about my feelings, but
the ultimate decision was hers.
Critics through the years have denounced
Blaclunun’s opinion as one that was not legally
sound. Former Supreme Court nominee, Robert
Bork, was quoted, "If you read his opinion, which I
don’t advise, there is not one iota of legal reasoning
in it. He just suddenly says, ’There is right to privacy!’ and that’s it pure judicial fiat."
America was founded on personal freedom. My
forefathers wanted to escape governmental interference in their daily lives.
I thank my God everyday that I live in a country
that allows us the freedom to decide such personal
matters for ourselves. I thank my God for the son I
have.
I thank my God for people like Harry Blackmun
He makes me proud to be an American

Body Composition Testing
The nutrition and food science
department will provide body
composition testing from 10’30
a.m. to 12 30 p.m Cost will be $5

for students, faculty and staff
For more information. call James
Burke at 293-9225.

International Relations
Association
General meeting at 1:30 p m
in Council (’hambers, Student
Union For more information, call
Karim Hawaii at 379-4950

Thursday
Spartan Water Polo Club

Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art and Design
will ahow student art from 10
a m to 4 p.m. in the Art end
Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information, call Scott or
Jenny at 924-4330.
Symphony Orchestra Concert
The San Jose Symphony
Orchestra will provide free con
cert t 7:30 p.m. at the School of
Music and Dance Concert Hall.
For more information, call Jun
Nakabayashi at 924-4647.
A.S. Elections
Candidate forum from 4.30 to
5:90 p.m. in the Guadlupe
Room, Student Union For more
information, call Robyn Jones at
924-5955,
Catholic Faith Series
Series will be held from 5 to
6.30 p.m. at the Campus
Ministry Center, located at the
corner of San Crlos and 10th
streets. For more information,
call Ginny at 938-1610.

Practice from 8 to 10 p m

at

the Aquatic Center. For more
information, call Grant
Blackburn at (650) 363-2271.
Men’s and Women’s
Rugby Club
Informational rneeting from
5:30 to 7 p.m. in Guadalupe
Room, Student Union. All are
welcome. For information on the
men’s team, call Mike McDonald
at 287-4982. For information on
the women’s team, call Hilda
Vazquez at 924-8799.
The Listening Hour
Vocal recital featuring
Kathleen Nitz, soprano, German
Lieder and duets of Schumann,
Brahms and Mahler from 12:30
to 1:15 p.m, in the Music building Concert Hall. For more infra..
’nation. call Joan Stubbe at 9244631.

Sporta Guide as provided free of
charge to student& faculty and staff The
deadline for entries is noon, threw days
before desired publication date Entry
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Office .Space restrictions may require edit
ing of submustons

a few months, the
Inbiggest conference in
Division I college athletics will turn into just
another conference.
The 16-team Western
Athletic Conference will
lose eight of its teams,
which just so happens to be eight of the bestknown ones.
Founding members Brigham Young University,
the University of Utah aod the University of New
Mexico will be joined by the University of
Wyoming, the University of Nevada Las Vegas,
Colorado State University, San Diego State
University and the Air Force Academy in forming
the new Mountain West Conference.
While the same sounds very minor league, even
must
the most optimistic me for instance
admit the credibility of the new WAC will be seriously damaged.
Essentially, the new WAC will be left with several teams that have promise but also have problems.
One is an island paradise the University of
Hawai’i that has not fielded a competitive football or basketball program in years.
Five others are a bunch of leftovers from the
now defunct Southwestern Conference the universities of Tulsa and Texas-El Paso, Southern
Methodist and Texas Christian universities and
Rice University that are separated by at least
two time zones and three states from the rest of
the conference.
Then, of course, there’s the place where
California sees fit to build prisons Fresno State
that has grabbed headlines for all the wrong
reasons.
Last, but no longer least, we have the
Metropolitan University
San Jose State
University oh, who are we kidding?
Don’t get me wrong, the new WAC is still a lot
better than the Big West Conference or the West
Coast Conference, but it just won’t carry the clout
it used to.
Afterall, if SJSU was happy with being in a second-tier conference, it could have saved the tens of
thousands of dollars it paid to join the WAC and
stayed in the Big West.
To make sure that we don’t fall into obscurity,
some drastic measures must be taken to increase
the visibility of the new WAC.
Multimillion dollar TV contracts would be a
nice start, but I am not going to hold my breath on
that one.
The new WAC could come up with a catchy slogan, something like "At least we’re not the (insert
some lame conference name here)," or "The new
WAC, where mormons and military men fear to
roam." That one doesn’t seem too promising
either.
The WAC media relations people will surely be
racking their brains with ideas, but all they need
to do is look behind the counter of any liquor store
for the ultimate marketing tool
Playboy’s
College Girls.
As sexist and horrible as this may sound, one
must admit the shear marketing genius of this
idea.
Thousands of males would be introduced to the
new WAC and its student body
pun intended.
The new WAC would catapult over the-.
Mountain West, stay on top of the Big West and ;
begin to approach Pac-10 status.
-Desperate times call for desperate measures, :
and if I do say so myself, our current situation fits
.
that bill.
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Carrie Bitsko (from left), a San Jose State University graduate student in human performance;
John Fulton, a bar patron; and Kim Runyan, a SJSU graduate student in human performance
have a good time Thursday at Mission Ale House.

Beer: Cash-strapped students combat expensive beer costs
Continued from page 1
charge that most clubs have, she
said the beers should be cheaper.
"People are paying $10 just to
get into a club and at least $20 to
drink (beer)," Bismanovsky said.
Josh Kuhl is a 23-year-old
chemical engineering student at
SJSU. Kuhl’s bar-hoppin’ night
will start where the beer is cheap
and end up where the girls are
pretty
Hell leave the house with $40
in his pocket and head for the 50
cents draft specials at Toons. Even
though 50 cents won’t get him
Guinness or Gordon Biersch, his
favorites, it’ll get the night moving.
"I like the actual act of going
out, getting drunk and meeting
women. I don’t get sick drunk, but
I get really drunk," Kuhl said.
Towards the end of the night,
after he’s got a good buzz, Kuhl
will switch to Guinness or have a
few shots.
"As you get more drunk, you,
don’t pay attention to the amount
you’re spending," Kuhl said.
Kuhl said he luiew bars made a
huge profit from beer sales, but
shrugged it off.
"It’s supply and demand, and
there’s definitely a demand a
huge demand. Everyone wants to
get drunk," Kuhl said.

tracts that give distributors exclusive contracts for each product.
A bar or pub will in turn charge
$3 to $4 per pint. Now, there is
some argument as to how many
pints are yielded from a keg. It
ranges from 120 to 160 pints for a
15.5 gallon keg.
At this rate, each pint should
cost between 58 cents to 78 cents.
Jerald Perry, a sociology major,
said he would go out three to four
times per week and easily spend
$20 to $40 on beer alone at a bar.
"We’o get hammered before hitting the club, that way we could
maintain a buzz and only spend
about $10," Perry said.
Regular priced tap beer at
Toons and The Usual is $4. At the
Flying Pig Pub and Agenda,
they’re $3.75. Mission Ale House
offers its t,ap beers for $3.50.
Cinebar doesn’t have beer on tap
and at the MarketPlace, on campus, Bud Light and Coors Light
are $1.50 per pint and Guinness is

Bars Profiting

The bars and pubs are making
approximately 300 percent profit,
on the tap beers alone, they sell to
customers such as Kuhl.
David Gutierrez, a double history and philosophy major, said
the bars are making a huge profit
from beer.
’They’re just ripping you off, so
we just drink first at home, and
then go to the clubs," Gutierrez
said.
A representative at M.E. Fox &
Co. Inc., a distributor for the food
and beverage industry, said they
will sell a 15.2 gallon keg of
Gordon Biersch to a restaurant or
bar for $93.50. This is compared to
$129, which is the cost for the the
general public at Beverages and
More.
Every bar will be charged the
same keg fee, and every establishment in Santa Clara that wants to
carry Gordon Biersch must buy
from M.E. Fox.
This is due to territorial con-

Fair Market

So the question remains, why
the huge mark up?
This is where fair market
comes into play. This economic
term means that when a price is
established, as long as the public
is willing to pay, it’ll stay. Other
companies will tinker over or
under the fair price, but usually
stay within a dollar either way.
Stratin Seremetia, co-owner of
Flying Pig Pub in downtown San
Jose, said he needs to make a 33.5
percent profit in order to pay
among other things rent on the
building, salaries for 13 employees and liability insurance, which
all public places need to carry
"We’re not a food and beverage
business. We’re here to provide a
good time we sell a feeling. We
pride ourselves on knowing our
customers by name, where they
like to sit and what they drink,"
Seremetis said.
He said the pub will offer drink
specials and happy hour prices on
beer early in the evening as a way
to give back to the customers.
"I don’t want to price beer too
low because then it’ll encourage
irresponsible drinking," Seremetis
said. "People getting ill isn’t a success story to me."
Kristin Russell will transfer to
SJSU in the fall ,and she’s already
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Mission Ale House serves 26 kinds of beers. Sundays and Thursdays, they offer Guinness specials for $2.50 with student ID.
He’ll usually spend money we’re here to have a
scoping out the downtown scene. ular than the bottled beers. friends.
When the 21 -year-old Russell However, Seremetia said he’s see- between $10 to $20 when he does good time," Gamboa said.
Mission Ale House has 24 beers
go out, but he realizes the price is
heads for the bars, it’s all about ing a trend.
on tap and with a flash of a stu"People are going away from marked up.
selection. A selection of guys and
"The mark up is fair. The dent I.D. a pint is $2.50 and
including Apricot Ale, Micro-brews and going back to the
beer
Corona and Coors Light. Russell light bottled beers such as Corona patrons who go there pay for light- that’s any night of the week, any
will go out about two times per and Heineken. I sell a lot more ing, salaries (etc. ) so the restau- time of night and any beer on tap,
week and spend between $20440 bottled beer now than a year ago," rant can function. The price is fair including Guinness.
Everybody knows you can get a
you’re not going for alcoholic
Seremetis said.
on beer alone.
Brian Johmann, a mechanic consumption, you’re going for the six pack of beer at a supermarket
"It costs an arm and a leg to go
or
said.
corner store cheaper than six
engineering major at SJSU, dis- atmosphere," Volker
out," Russell said.
Hugo Gamboa is one of the beers in a bar or pub. However,
She said sometimes shell tail- agrees and prefers beer on tap.
"Tap tastes a little better. like owners of Mission Ale House and the atmosphere is ultimately
gate with friends before going out
what students are paying for, and
it’s easier to is also a SJSU alumnus.
because a six-pack at the store is the open glass
""We like to provide value. it is still worth the high beer
chug. When you have a bottle, it
the price of two beers at a bar.
bubbles back (when you drink) We’re not just here to make prices.
and you have all foam at the botBeer Choices
said.
Johmann
Some of the more popular beers tom,"
among students are Gordon Matt Volker, a psychology senior
Biersch, Guinness and Corona. at SJSU, likes beer, but he said he
Tap beers are generally more pop- goes to bars to hang out with
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This is your lost chance to get to know the Candidates
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Decide for yourself who is most qualified!
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Election Dates
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(Above) SJSU’s
Lizbeth
Marpuri serves
to University of
Southem Utah’s
Shalano
Romero Monday
at Fremont’s
Club Sport.
Marpuri defeated Romero 6-0,
6-0.

An easy victory
Spartan tennis team
wins third straight
’ In cruising past
Southern Utah

"San Jose State has a very
good team. They will do well
in the WAC.
Lenny Lee
head tennis coach
University of Southern Utah

By Hugo Rivera
Staff Wri ter

FREMONT The Spartan tenms team (3-2)
defeated the
University of Southern Utah (4-2)
Monday by a score of 7-0 and
extended its winning streak to
three games.
Monday’s Score
Souther n Utah
Spar t’ans
The competition v.as originally
set for nine matches but the last
two singles matches were called
early because of time.
The Spartan players involved in
those two matches were winning
rhan .the _matches were called.
womeicis team, which usu.. ally plays at San Jose State
University had to go to Club Sport
in Fremont to play because of the
’ rainy conditions

The Spartan women were given
short notice of the change in location. This caused them to have less
time to practice.
Spartan Liz Marpuri, who won
her singles match without losing a
single game and won her doubles
match, said she had much more
energy today although they did not
have a chance to practice.
She said she may have had the
extra energy because they did not
practice right before the contest.
"We didn’t warm up," Marpuri
said. "I had a lot of energy during
both matches."
Marpuri is SJSU’s No. 1 singles
player and is in her last season as
a Spartan. She said many of the
players on the team were different
from last year.
"We’re pretty focused. Our team
has been changing but were still
as good as a team," she said.

(Left)
Stephanie
Sarte of San
Jose State
University
returns the ball
to University ot
Southern Utah
player Erin
Gephart
Monday afternoon in
Fremont. Sarle
was winning the
match 6-4 when
it was suspended.

//

Spartan tennis coach Anh Dao
Nguyen said the Spartans were
playing really well on Monday. She
said Southern Utah was a worthy
team, but the Spartans were working well together.
’They are not a bad team but
our girls have a great team atmosphere," Nguyen said.
Nguyen said the next opponent
for the tennis team is St. Mary’s
College. She said St. Mary’s is a
strong team, much like Southern
Utah.
Southern Utah’s coach, Lenny
Lee said his team did not perform
up to potential because they had
played a grueling match against
the Uaigazaity of San EXAMCISCO
Sundarlibwever, he arliltrSJSU
convincingly earned the victory.
"San Jose State has a very good
team," Lee said. "They will do well
in the WAC "

Photos by
Franchesca
Esquibel

Golden Hurricane blows off Spartans’ hopes of sweep

r.sbes’

By D.S. Perez
StaterWrirer
Hurricanes are a disasterous mix of
rain and wind, and although it wasn’t the
Golden Hurricanes of the University of
Tulsa that gave Spartan pitcher Sabrina
Quintero trouble Monday, the rain and
wind did.
It wasn’t a good outing for Quintero
who, according to head coach Connie
Miner. had trouble with the weather.
Because of the elements, Quintero’s
pitches lacked control. and that, Miner
said, may have cost the Spartans the
game a 6-5 disappointment.
s unfortunate that we have to play
":
:* in weather like this," Miner said.
Quintero (5-6) twice hit tvvo Hurricane
players, outfielders Jessie Smith and Kari
Curtis, with her pitches.
Quintero’s first pitch that hit Smith
came in the second inning when the bases
were loaded, giving the Golden
Hurricanes their first run.
Out of the Golden Hurricanes’ six
:
runs, two of them were unearned, and
Miner felt those were the game breakers.
" You can’t do that and expect to win,"
Miner said. "You can get away with
(unearned runs) once, but not as much as
we did today."
The victory gave the Golden
Hurricanes (7-13, 1-2 in conference play)
their first Western Athletic Conference
victory, while the Spartans (7-151 are 2-4
in conference play.
The loss was a disappointing end to the
series that had brought good fortune to
the Spartans.
The Spartans won both ends of a doubleheader against the Golden Hurricanes
Saturday, 9-5 and 6-4.
Leadoff hitter Nicole Phillips WRS also
named the WAC softball player of the
week for her performance.
.
Phillips, the team’s leading hitter, had
7 improved her batting average by 50 points
to a .415 average, and she had eight hits
in 13 at bats for the week.
Despite her accomplishments. and the
Spartans good offensive play, Phillips
didn’ t take the loss well.
"Our performance today was not good
at all. I feel like I let my team down,"
Philips said. "I only made it to the bases
once in three at bats. rm supposed to
make it every time."
The Spartans had managed to take the
lead in the third inning. Down 3-1, Nikki
for Devyn
.:Dequin
pinch hitting
Whitcanack -- hit a RBI single.
Lindsey Lewis later tied the grune, tak-
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’Baseball s US!.
7 p.m.
Municipal Stadium
Softball vs. Northern Illinois
I p.m - SJSU Field
SJSU Invirational
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ing advantage of a wild pitch by Tulsa
pitcher Jenny Magill, and the Spartans
would take a 4-3 lead with a double from
Jennifer Tyler.
Tulsa tied the game in the next inning,
and the score remained 4-4 until the seventh inning. Tulsa shortstop Tiffany
Redding blasted a double which scored a
run, and catcher Kendra Garoutte
brought a runner home with a single.
The Spartans did manage to make
things interesting in the final inning.
Phillips hit a double to centerfield and
scored when Lewis singled to rightfield.
Lewis would remain stranded on base,
however, as Dequin grounded out to third.
"I knew I had to get on base in the last
inning. The middle of the lineup was coming up after me. I did and we scored, but it
just wasn’t enough. Well do better tommorow," Phillips said.
The Spartans next game is Tuesday at
San Jose State University field in a nonconference doubleheader starting at 1
p.m.
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(Above)
University of
Tulsa’s Jessie
Smith slides safe
ly home past San
Jose State
University’s Maya
Garcia to tie the
score 4-4 in the
top of the fourth
inning Monday
(Left) SJSU
pitcher Sabrina
Quintero gave up
eight hits and four
earned runs
Monday in hi,
sixth loss
Spoilt

Pfnell,,

FRIDAY
KIWI/All

7p

Municipal Stadium

Gymnastics vs. UCSB and N. III.
’7.30 p.m
Spartan Gym
Softball vs. Nat. Invite.
twin CrceI4,e

SAT /SUN

----..mstssosma
Soltball Nc. Nat. Incite
rwin Creeks Sat. and Sun.
’Baseball vs. Newell on Sat.
I p.m. --- Municipal Stadium
Tennis vs. St. Mary’s on Sat.
10 a.m. - Spartan Courts
Baseball vs. Hawaf I on Sun.
12:30 p.m. -- Municipal Stadium
riadio broadcasts
’() can be heard on

KSJS90.5

FM
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Auburn (1)
Winthrop (16)
Syracuse (8)
Okla. State (9)
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South

North

It’s March Madness

UCLA (5)
Detroit (12)
Ohio St (4)
Murray St (13)

Dukq (1)
Florida A8M (16)
C,harleston (8)
TuIs/ (9)
Wisconsa (5)
SW Mo (12)
Tennessee (4)
Delaware j13)
Temple (6)
Kent.(11)
Cincinatti’(3)
G Mason (14)

Indiana (6)
Geo Wash (11)
S1 John s (3)
Samford (14)
Louisville (7)
Creighton (10)
Maryland (2)
Valparaiso (15)

Texa4 (7)
Purdue (-10)
Miami, Fla (2)
Lafayette .(15)

Champion
Midwest

West

UConn (1)
Texas-S A (16)
Missouri (8)
New Mexico (9)
Iowa (5)
Ala-Birm. (12)
Arkansas (4)
Siena (13)

Michigan St (1)
Mt St Mary (16)
Villanova (2)
Mississippi 115)
NC Charlotte (5)
R Island (12)
Anzona.(4)
Oklahoma (13)
Kansas. (6)
Evansville (11)

Florida (6)
Penn (11)
N. Carolina (3)
Weber St. (14)
Minnesota (7)
Gonzaga (10)
Stanford (2)
Alcorn St (15)

Kentucky (3)
NM State (14)
Washington (7)
Miami, Ohio (10)
Utah (2)
Arkansas (15)

Spartan Daily Final Four Picks:
Aaron Williams (Production
Editor): St. John’s, Florida,
Miami, Utah

Jon Perez (Executive
Editor): Winthrop, TexasS.A., Coll. of Charleston,
Mt. St. Mary’s

Jererniah Oshan (Sports
Editor): Maryland, UConn,
Miami, Utah

John Meyer (Entertainment
Editor): UConn, Maryland,
Duke, UNC Charlotte

Tim Burke (Backshop Guy):
St. John’s, Gonzaga,
Duke, Utah

Julia Wright (Managing
Editor): Ohio State, Siena,
Miami, Utah

Pitching there, hitting not
By Shane Lewis

NN

Staff Writer

All the San Jose State
University baseball team needs to
succeed is to score runs that is.
For much of the season, it has
been just one or two runs that
have cost the Spartans their
games
but the Spartans
changed that with a three-game
sweep of 4-2, 3-0, and 15-1 against
the University of New Mexico.
According to head coach Sam
Piraro, getting the offense into
gear was a major challenge the
team faced
"Our biggest concern with the
team has been the offense. We
have not swung the bat anywhere
near as well as I hoped we would,"
Piraro said. "We have had some
guys who have gotten off to a slow
start and that has created some
problems for us offensively."
Piraro said that the team has
done well in pitching and fielding,
but it is the offense that is holding
them back.
"Our pitching is the strength of
our team. Vince LaCorte has done
a real great job. Chris Key has
done an outstanding job, hasn’t
given up a run all year," Piraro
said. "What we need is our offense
to lcick into gear. We need Dan
Winterberg to have the satne kind
of success he had in the fall. We
need Brandon Macchi, Robbie
Douglas, Todd Duncan. Those
guys have ba drive more runs in
for us. They have to be more productive."
During a weekend series from
Feb. 26-28, the Spartans lost a
three-game home series to
Washington State University in
which they lost each game by just
a few runs. Washington defeated
the Spartans 2-0, 6-3 in a tied 3-3
game until a defensive blunder in
gave
inning
eighth
the
Washington their winning runs,
and 1-0.
"Offensively we are not generating any offense. We’re leaving
guys on base," Piraro said. "The
good news is that we got guys on
base, but the bad news is we’re

The good news
is that we got
guys on base,
but the bad
news is we’re
not knocking
them in.
Sam Piraro
Ilead baseball coach

not knocking them in."
Team captain and catcher
Mike Wright knows that the batters need to get their runners
home.
"Myself included, along with
the other guys, we have to become
more opportunistic," Wright said.
’We need to come through in situations where we can drive in our
runs. For me, that is one thing I
need to get better at."
As for how he can get the
offense into gear, Piraro said that
it is a difficult thing to do, but that
morale has a lot to do with it.
"If I knew how to do that I
wouldn’t be coaching, I’d be selling that information," Piraro said.
"Confidence is a very huge element. The best hitters hit at a
.300 average. What that means is
that there is a 70 percent failure
rate. You can lose your confidence
very easily.
"As head coach I try not to
accentuate the negative."
The team knows that its problem lies in the offense and the batters feel the pressure of that situation, according to Piraro.
"The guys aren’t stupid. They
see the pitchers and they feel bad
as hell," Piraro said.
Wright said that the team just
needs to keep trying.
"We have to keep swinging and
swinging. There is not much you
can do besides swing. You have to

swing out oF your slumps," Wright
said.
With the team playing at
homee where it’s won 67 percent
of the time, the Spartans certainly capitalized on this strength.
"Winning at home is something
you should do on a regular basis.
When you travel there are a lot of
distractions," Piraro said.
Among those distractions are
being uncomfortable in a new city,
transportation, different sleeping
arrangements, a new schedule
and a hostile crowd.
"It’s all the little distractions
the home team does not have to
deal with," Piraro said.
Wright summed it up simply
"It’s basically the home field
advantage. You know the ins and
outs of your own field," Wright
said. "You’re a lot more comfortable at home."
With its victories against New
them, the
Mexico behind
Spartans will face another team
the
offense,
known for its
University of Hawai’i.
"They were ranked in the top
fifteen until last weekend," Piraro
said, echoing what he said about
New Mexico. "Hawai’i will score in
some runs. We cannot get caught
up in low scoring games."
Piraro said his main goal is to
get the team to regularly do well
offensively and not just occasionally.
"I’m hoping to develop a level of
consistency very soon that will
not just last through one or two
games but for a series of games
and weeks," Piraro said.
Starting pitcher Vince LaCorte
said that even though the team
has been having its share of problems, that should change.
"I think we are just getting off
to a slow start. Pretty soon we
should gel and get it going,"
LaCorte said.
If the team achieves this,
Duncan said it will be a force to be
reckoned with.
"I think if we do a better job
offensively, and the pitching stays
the same we should be very successful," Duncan said.

Dash to Class
ti
I

I

IPA
Park for less, Shuttle for free.
Now the DASH shuttle stops at 4tri Sneer and Paseo de San Antonio,
connecting San Jose State University to the San Jose Da Mori train Station,
VTA Light Rail, lots of cheap parking and other downtown locations.
DASH stops are safe and well lit. DASH rims every 10 minutes from 6 a m. to
6 p.m. and then every 20 minutes from 6 to 10 p in For a DASH brochure and
schedule, call 279-1775.
DASH partners Include:
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Hip -Hop up‘Roots’
sold out SF crowd
By Ryan McCronin
StarrWriter

[

Concert
Review

When The Roots strolled out like a processitn from backstage, tapping rhythmicalli:on tin instruments they tuned the
solcfout crowd at San Francisco’s which scolds artists who follow rather
NineVime Hall Friday into their organic than set trends, provided a segue into a
vibe,
short sermon about hip-hop music and its
Ai the Roots played their hip-hop importance as a culture. Black Thought
edge
the
of the stage looked all around him and proclaimed
music, people from
to tlae back of the room stayed in tune to that hip-hop was our music. In "Concerto
t heir:vibe, bobbing their heads and push- of the Desperado," he led the audience in
ing Oki!. hands into the milky marijuana chants. When Black Thought said ’There
loudcover, throughout the night.
ain’t nothing like," the audience screamed
The sold -out crowd gathered to hail out in unison "hip-hop music." On "Push
one tif the most progressive collectives in Up Ya Lighter," everyone flicked their
hip-K)p music today and celebrate the lighters into the air on Black Thought’s
groilifs fourth ground-breaking album, instruction.
Things Fall Apart."
Hip-hop artist Common provided a
The Roots have been redefining hip- short-lived spark to the show. Common
hop music since their first album, is a progressive hip-hop artist whose con"Orglinix", was released in 1993. But, it scientious music is in the same vein as
wasn’t until 1996, with the release of the Root’s music. His second album,
"Illadelph Halflife," that the band began 1994’s "Resurrection," is a classic hip-hop
getting worldwide attention.
work. As the first notes to The Root’s "Act
Eclectic masses of people are drawn to Too (Love of My Life)," to which he conthe Roots’ music because all seven mem- tributed a verse, mellowed the room, he
berii of its band are talented musicians. came bobbing and weaving from behind
BlaCk Thought’s conscious rap lyrics, stage wearing a large poncho and red knit
Ralgel’s majestic keyboard playing, cap.
drummer ?uestlove’s rhythmic explosions
"Act Too (Love of My Life)" can be
and Scratch’s beat-boxing are the compo- described as an ode to hip-hop music. In
nents of a glorious hip-hop orchestra.
the song, Black Thought proclaims that
The orchestra’s conductor, Black everything he has done in his life from
ThOught, swaggered to the front of the wearing baggy cargos to scrawling graffistage in large boots, sagging sweat pants ti on walls was for the love of hip -hip
and a heavy overcoat. With everyone in music. The song is a testament to his pastune; Black Thought gave his hip-hop sion for music.
orchestra the cue and the show began.
The night’s good vibes hit a bad note
Black Thought shot and pointed his after Common performed only a handful
titiger in front of him through most of the of songs, includinel Used to Love H.E.R"
show like a teacher giving a lesson. He and ’The Bizness," and then leaped into
didn’t need to rap ferociously like a gang- the crowd. When a wave carried him
ster to get his point across. Black back, Common was missing a shoe. The
Thought is an artist who packs about 10 performers made a much bigger deal out
thoughts per verse, providing food for the of this than they should have, even stopbraih’s cells, rather than rattling fans’ ping the show for a time and making
heads with cuss words.
pleas throughout the night for the shoe’s
The Roots mostly performed songs safe return. The audience stared in confrom their new album, "Things Fall fusion at the artists as they seemed to
Apart." including the "Next Movement: contradict their devotion to music by
"The Realm," "Nothing New," "100% behaving materialistically
Dundee," "You Don’t See Us" and
The good vibes chimed back in when
"Adrenaline!" They also performed Rahzel massaged the first few notes of
"Proceed," "Mellow My Man," "Concerto of their hit single "You Got Me" into the
the Desperado" and "Push Up Ya Lighter." audience. ’This is a song about a love that
The best songs demanded the crowd’s endures in the minds of a man and a
participation. The song. "Nothing New," woman even as they are separated by

Franehesea Esquibel/Spartan Daily
The crowd dances to Black Thought (center) arid Scratch (left) ot The Roots Friday night at Maritime Hall in San Francisco.
great distances, time and ways of life.
The slow melody that accompanies this
song is intoxicating, and had the audience
slowly swaying back and forth with
pleased expressions on their faces. The
one ingredient that was sorely missed in
this song was the beautiful voice of
Erykah Badu, who sang the chorus on the
album.
The limitless possibilities of hip-hop
music were evoked in solos by Roots’ band
members ?uestlove, Rahzel, Hubbard and
Scratch. Rahzel, who plays keyboards,
mixed themes of Beethoven’s music with
modern-day hip-hop songs in a jazz solo.
With eyes closed, drummer ?uestlove performed a ravishing drum solo that ended
in a climax of cracking and popping,
equivalent to a Fourth of July fireworks
display. One drumstick lay in splinters
on the ground. Scratch was an amazing
sight to behold as he moved his hands
furiously from side to side, miming the
movements of a DJ and making scratchFranchesca Esquibelapartan Daily
ing sounds with his voice.
The crowd at Maritime Friday was The Roots’ drummer ?uestlove rocked the house Friday night until 11:30 p.m.
open to the Roots’ organic vibe, but their when the show was stopped due to a lost shoe. The shoe was misplaced, and not
are many meet people in the hip:bola returned, when Common leapt into the crowd unexpectedly.

After catching the attention of MTV with their
single "What They Do," from their third album
"Illadelph Halflife," mainstream music-listeners
"discovered’. what true rap fans have always known:
The Roots are the most talented rap group today.
For you MTV watchers who got your little groove
on off the weakest song in "Halflife," here’s a rap lesson. The Roots play their own instruments without
losing their street credibility. Unlike other groups
Freestyle
that have used live instrumentation
Fellowship, Brand New Heavies and the Guru
The Roots are able to offer a wide array of musical
style while still malting their audience’s heads bob.
OK, that’s enough ranting, let’s get to the album.
"Apart," is a good effort by the group. Their single
"You Got Me," featuring Erykah Badu, is the group’s
radio release for the mainstream public and should
get some airplay, but songs such as ’The Spark,"’The
Next Movement" and "Act Too rThe Love of My Life)"
are the essence of rap.
Simply put, these songs are like sex. Enough said.
I will tell you that you need to get this album
before I bag on it, so: Get this album.
Like all Roots albums, there are lapses in the
album where musically, lead rapper Black Thought
has to carry the song. Songs such as "Step Into the
Realm" and -Without a Doubt" lack musical creativity and rely heavily on Black Thought. Although
Black Thought is a perfect fit for The Roots, he is not
a standout artist such as Method Man or Q-Tip.
Other than that, the good five or six songs on
"Apart" are worth the price of the album.

So, I hate to say this. I never thought I would say
this.
Eminem has skills.
His lyrics are a throwback to the Golden age of
rap 1986 to 1990 where lyrics were fresh and
full of comic putdowns.
Believe it or not, "Name" shows the lyrical skill of
Eminem.
His album "Slim Shady LP" is at its best when
he’s clowning, "Ninety-Five percent of my life I was
lied to/ I just found out my mom does more dope than
I do/ I told her I’d grow up to be a famous rapper/
Make a record about doin’ drugs and name it after
her."
"Guilty Conscience" follows the same mold, where
he chews out Dr. Dre ("Straight Out of Compton,"
’The Chronic") for being too soft after he gives him
advice to be nice to a woman who was caught cheating on her husband.
Besides "Rock Bottom," the rest of the album suffers from bad beats and Eminem’s forcing of socalled "controversial" lyrics. They are a weak
attempt to get publicity of trying to be the next bad
boy of rap.
"Role Model" and "97’ Bonnie & Clyde" fail in their
attempt to be socially conscience.
Eminem has talent, but needs a couple of more
albums and better beats to stay for the long haul.

Tariq is mediocre at best in both rhyming and acting.
Tariq stumbles through the album with weak
lyrics, a lame plot and bad execution in the delivery
of music and storyline.
’Thieves" is a B-movie with cliched lines, a gratuitous sex scene and an un-climatic climax.
Be prepared to fall asleep during this album.
The only saving grace for Prince Paul is Sadat X
who shows up to put some work in the song,"Handle
Your Time."
Along with Xzibit and Kid Creole, Sadat X shines
in an otherwise dreadful album.
The Roots
"Things Fail %part"

Prince Pool
A Prince Among Thieves"

Ente; ainment Editor’s Note: Jon Perez will be
rearing his ugly head periodically. With the infestation of rap music (Jon refuses to call it hip-hop), the
Das6 needs someone to review current albums. Perez
a k o -The Grumpy Old Man of Rap" fills the void.

Spartan Ratings
avia a a
Ice Cube

L.L. Cool J

111
Puff Daddy

Prince Paul
Eminem
"’The Slim Shady LP"
The Roots
"Things Fall Apart"
he Roots latest album. "Things Fall Apart,"
TI.. does the exact opposite. to the rap music than
what the title suggests: They put it back
together.
l’he fourth album from the Philadelphia-based
rap group is its most well-rounded effort.

a

Eminem is white. Eminem has "My Name is,"
which is being overplayed on the radio as we
speak.
These usually spells doom in trying to gain credibility in rap.
Can anyone say Vanilla Ice? Young MC?
Music is universal. so race at least to me has
nothing to do with skill. If you got talent, bring it on.
Commercial Radio play is another story all together.
Commercialism killed the credibility of Naughty by
Nature and Snoop Dogg.

"A Prince Among Thieves"
prince Paul’s collaborative album, "A Prince
Among Thieves," is a two-bit rap album. It is
also a two-bit concept album that chronicles
the life of Tariq and his quest to get a Wu-Tang contract.
A concept album combines music with a storyline.
Basically, it is a movie without pictures.
Prince Paul, who has collaborated with De La
Soul and Stetstisonic, suffers from the same fate as
collaborative albums: They lack continuity
There is no flow when there are more than eight
rappers on an album. "Thieves" only has a handful of
good beats. but it isn’t enough to save it.

Tupac Shakur

Notorious B.LG.
The Spartan Daily is not
responsible for offending
anyone’s sellout tastes. If
you like a rapper that we
think is a sellout take a
couple of rap history
classes.

CLASSIFIED
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EMPLOYMENT
DATA ENTRY/OFF10E WORK
Rental company seeks part time
help billing -accounting general office work. Flex Hours.
10 hrs per wk min. $8.00/hr.
1746 H Junction Av SJ 436-8020
BEHAVIOR TUTORS -work wisp. ncts.
lads. Training prated. Gering reared.
Exp. w/kiis pref. P/T only afternoons.
$12/hr. 4089379583
EXCELLENT WEINEND Xe $10/kR.
te calmer WI) temp:men to
)ob sites in San Jose and sumundirg
areas. Work only the weekends you
want. We wear white tennis type
clothing. holding signs that direct
people to new hare deeropments.
113446 PISTRUCTOR for Carnitell
Recreabon. M/T/W/PI 68pm. 18/hr.
Cat 408 8662740
DATA ENTRY Immediate Openings!!
Medical billing office in Burnout. Fax
resume to Muria-a 5106230154 or
Call 510 6230151 for info.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Special
Ed & Regda class. $8.52-$12.10
hair. Saratoga School Dist. Call
867-3424 x200 for application &
information. Immediate Need
.SUMMER MANAGEMENT
POSMONS
Now hiring high-achieving students
for a managerial position, which
through training, support. effort &
integrity, results in personal &
professional growth.
Average earnings 59200.
www.vaisitystudent.com
1-800-2959675.

AFTER SCHOOL CHILD CARE
needed. Loving family is loolvng for
someone to spend the afternoon
with children ages 7 & 10. Some
tutoring may be required. Car
necessary. Alum Rock area. M & W
2.6pm. Call 2591139 evenings.

FREE RADIO + S12501
Fundraiser open to student
groups & organizations.
Earn 53-$5 per Visa/MC app.
We supply all materials at no
cost. Call for info or visit our
website. Qualified callers
receive a FREE Baby Boom Box.
1-800-932-0528 x 65.
ACCOUNTING CLERK Needed
ViVAY ocmconce pts.com
Excellent math. people. logic,
phone & organizational skills are a
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
must. Basic computer skills will
looking for
be required. This is a part time
INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT
position. Mandatory hours are
(12:00 - 6:30) MF and
9:30 2pm (20 hrs/wk) Monday
TEACHER ASSISTANT
through Friday. Fax resume with
(7:303:30) M.F.
salary history to 408/554-9598.
Contact Lisa at 408-723-5140.
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
Arnatious & energetic people
needed. FT/PT. Eam $8-$15 per
hour (average). Flexible. will work
around your school schedule.
Lots of fun and earn good money.
Call (408) 867-7275, leave
voicemail or email us at
www.connthanparking.com .
Leave name and number where
you can be contacted.
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
to get $$ PAID SS to lose up
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days.
Natural. Guaranteed.
Call (888) 2403718.

VALETPARKERS Valets needed
for PfT eves & weekends. Fun.
flexible job during school. Park
cars for weddings, parties and
special events in the Los Gatos
area. Must be outgoing. friendly.
and neat in appearance. No
previous experience nec. Must be
able to drive a 5 spd and have a
valid CDL and your own transp.
Eam up to $12.00/hr with Tips.
Call Michael (0) Golden Gate Valet
(800) 825-3871

ARTS & CRAFTS firrn needs B/G
Fnday. Computer exp. very helpful.
In business for 8 yeas. Looking for
reliable person. Functioning lunatics
considered. Bob 984,1020.
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler. and
TEACHING OPPORTUNMES
Reschod Texhas and Ndes. F/T &
CUPERTINO UNION SCHOOL DIST P/T positions available. Substitute
K-6 seffeontaned dassr000ms
positions are also available that
Jr Higp/Nroddle Schooknath, science offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but
Lang arts/social studies. core.
Spanish. Fendi. & electives
not required for Aide positions.
Excellent oppportunity for Child
Special Ed Teachers-Resource
Development majors. Please call
Simaaist. Sriool Nurse.
Learning& Severly Handicapped.
Cathy for an intenew at 244-1968
Senerty Emotronally Disturbed
or fax resume to 2487350.
Mid/Moderate. Moderate/Senere
GROWERS ASST/KEPNEL NIP
See you at the Santa Clara County
needed for small, exclusive shop
Teacher Recruitment Far.
and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat. Must be
Sat. 3/13/99. (For credentaled
reliable. honest. able to do
& students yvho will be
credentialed by Summer 1999)
physical work. Exp. working
w/dogs preferred. but will train.
Call (40812523030 for info.
Great cooly for dog laer! 56.50 hr.
Can FAX resume to 408/3770109
PART TWAE ADMINSTRATTOE
or Call 371.9115.
posftion wrth rlynarnic. growing IT in
company in San lose area.
20 hrsflemble schedule, Must
MINERAL HELP for small mattress
have excellent organization and
store. Close to SJSU. Informal
custornerskills. Vino...4e* of
atmosphere. kans OK Rabble Hrs.
computersand word processing
Steady work. Call Ed 286-9609
applicabons,user level MS Wndcws
BULLDOG GOLF CO. is hiring
experience.Fai cravat norm
5102499125 /shiva@unitek.com sales representatives for our
office located adjacent to SJSU.
No experience needed. We will
TELEMARKETING
Part/Full Time. Day, Eve. and
train. Minimum of $10 per hour
Wiind shifts amiable. Sell daccal to $20 per hour + bonuses +
incentives. Fun environment.
newspaper subcriptions.
408.971-1645.
Salary plus bonus.
NEW lxaticn: 31 N 2rd SI. 0270
403/4940200 Nada Promotions.
Call or come in TODAY!
JOB OPPORTUNITIES!!!
BALANCE "Your Staffing Solution"
2355 De La Cru, Blvd.
Santa Clara. CA 95050
TEL: 408-980-9000
FAX: 408.980.9950
www.balancestaff.com
Posit ions Available: Warehouse.
Clerical, Administrative Assistant.
Manufacturing. Customer Service.
111600 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Free
information.Call 202-4525901.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part time. Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanlose.
Inner City Express.
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may rem the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that. when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
information before sending
money for go),rts cerykes.
In addition readers sh
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

.

DELUXE DRIVING SCHOOL
is hiring behind the wheel &
classroom instructors. Part time
now leading to full time summer
good pay. No Experience
required. We will train you. Hop
school grads. Oyer 18. good health
& no criminal record.
999 W San Carlos St. 408.9717557 wywideluxedriving.com

CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
offers positions for:
Directors Assistant Directors
Teachers Teacher Akies
FT & PT opportunities available
working with infant/toddler,
preschool & school age chiidren.
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
salary. excellent benefits package
to FT & PT employees and an
enriching work environment. For
positions avail at our centers in:
Sim low, Sunnyvale. Los Altos,
Campbell Saratoga. Cupertino,
Morgan HIM IX Redwood City
call (408)3719900 or
f3( resumes to (408) 371-7685
e-mail: ianderson@ialialc.org
For more info about CDI/CDC &
qualifications, call our 24 Hour
Jobline 14188-9-CDICDC. EOE
SECURITY
Abcom Pnvate Security
We will train you.
Student Fnendly.
FT. PT, Wkdys & Wknds.
NI shifts. Flexible Schedule.
408247-4827
A US INTERNATIONAL CO is
looking for motivated individuals
who can speak English. French.
Japanese or any other languages
to hetp expend our business locally,
nationally and internationally.
Free informational booklet
Call 1600-45139089.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21-32. Heatthy.
Responsible. NI Nationalities.
Give the Girt of Life!!!
$3,500 stipend & expenses paid.
AP especially need
Japanese and Chinese Donors.
PLEASE CALI. US AT WWFC
(800) 314-9996

ITIEMARKETTIG SUPERVISOR
Needed to incevate. recruit trawl ano
supemse a team atelemaketers ard
offre staff in ar downtown San Jose
ACUFACTS SECURITY
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS!
Imam. Must be aiaiable to wok
Full & parttime positions available dais. swings, and or weeerds. krket
Paid training
hap basic FC irtxmlecfge ard espy
waking wen nape. We will tran you.
Excellent benefits
No experience necessary
Great growth potential ard benefits
Apply in person at
package. We are a 24 year old
carpany prom:age* Bay Ayea ’s
555 D Meridian Ave. San Jose.
Or call Laurie at 408-286-5880
best newspapers. Pease fat resume
and oaer letter to 5105053191 or
CREDIT UNION ASSISTANTS Job emai buttas@nome.ccrn. cuestxxis?
Code 35SPD. Part-Time & Full Cal 5105051500, aside:Barrie.
Time. No Weekends. No Sales
Quotas. Minimum 511.50/hr to NO BOSS! WORK FROhl HOME
Health, Fitness. Nutntion.
start. Provide member and teller
services. Requires HS Diploma or
$500 $3.000/mo.
P/T or F/T
equivalent, 1 yr teller experience,
good communication & PC skills.
No experience necessary!
We offer generous compensation
(888) 590-7642 or
and benefits including medical.
(408) 879-8342.
dental. vision. special employee
loans and opportunities for tuition
S EARN EXTRA CASH
assistance. Qualified candidates
Up to $600/month
should fax or send resume to
Become a Sperm Donor
408-756-2565. STAR ONE FCU, Healthy males. 19-40 years old
HR Dept P.O. BOK 3643. Sunnyvale,
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
CA 94088-3643. Please include
Contact Califomia Cryobank
job code.
650-324-1900. M-F. 8-4:30

NSTALLER/SIGN FABRICATOR:
Attention to detail a must! Related
expenenoe preferred. Will be fabncating and installing signs. Room
for advancement. Good DMV. Able
to IR 50 bs. 30-40 hrs Mf/Benefits
Nevi Directions Sign Service
365 Woodview Drive 11300
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
Fax: (408) 778-7392

FAX: 408-924-3282

SHARED HOUSING

INSTRUCTION

SERVICES

NICE ROOM IN 2 BDRM HOUSE
Kftcren
. Wash/Dner. cale
Naar carpus 1_121 Sherman St
$550/mo. 1st /Last/Dep. negobable
w (403) 2473734 h 0013)9939037

PROFESSIOPUU. GUITARIST now
accepting students viho wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. NI
levels welcome: Beginning, Intermediate or Advanced. Leam any
style: Jazz, Blues, Rock, Fusion,
Funk. Reggae. or Folk.Call Bill at
408-298.6124.

WRITING HELP:
Highest quality writing, editing,. ’
ghostwriting. Essays. application
statements. reports. etc.
Please call Dave Bolick.M.A. at
j 510) 801-9554 or
emaii bolick4lbest.com
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
FREE wnting tips now available at
www.academicwritMg.com

RENTAL HOUSING

DAYCAitE TEACHERS.
K-8 school seeks responsible
2 BORM APARTMENT $975/rno
individuals for extended daycare.
Security Type Building
P/T nee afternoon. No ECE units
Secure Parking
required. Previous expenence with
Close to Campus
children preferred. Please call
Modern Building
244-1968 x 16
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
DO YOU ENJOY WORKING WITH 576 South Fifth Street
CHILDREN? Small World Schools (408) 295-6893
is hinng Teachers, Aides & Subs
for their school -age child care SPACIOUS lir 2 BDRM APTS.
centers in San Jose. ECE, CD, Live in luxury and walk to school’
Psych. Soc. or Rec units required. We offer a pool, spa, suana. full
We offer competieve pay, excellent
gyrn, on-sfte management, all
training, and a great work enwron appliances included. central A/C
ment. If you are interested call
Stop by today for a tour.
(408) 283-9200 ext. 21.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
TIIE COIANNADE
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
201 So 4th St. (408) 2743639.
looking for DAYCARE STAFF
person. Parttime 12:30-6:30I
Working with elementary aged
children Contact Lisa at
ANNOUNCEMENTS
408-723-5140
"INIFINITY AND INDIVIDUAIrTY"
Is there a relationship between
TEACHERS WANTED
KIDZ KLUB"
physics and metaphysics?
How does infinity relate to
the On-Site Child
Care Center of the
individualitY? This Sunday at
DANIELSSON CHANG
9:00am on TV Channel 65 KKPX.
a Ph.D. astrophysicist and
LAW OFFICES.
Christian Scientist explores
has openings for
P/T and F/T teachers.
these topics. veywexacan
The center provides full time
hb:4088678255
care for law office staff
children and drop-in care for
children of clients yvhile
TUTORING
they are visiting our office.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
BILINGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
- just energy, creativity. and a
Math: Algebra Geometry
LOVE OF CHILDREN!
Statistics Trig Calculus
Physics: Mechanics Electric
CALL (408) 364-0345
SAT - GED CBEST - ESL - TOEFL
Computer Vis.Basic, iirts.C++
Spanish: All levels
INSURANCE
Call: Michael 408-2987576
Email: tutor90763@aol.com
BESTRATESonSUMPSUFLINCE
Free Phone Quotes
No Driver Refused
4x4’s
WORD PROCESSING
Accidents
ANNA’S WORD PROCESSING
Cancelled
Term papers. thesis, resumes,
Tickets
group projects.etc. Typewriter
D.U.I.
for your applications for med/law
S . R. Filing
Good Student Discount
school, etc. Tape transcription.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Cali us now
Call Anna at 972-4992.
408-244-9100
8am - 8pm Mon. -Sat.
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, Term Papers. Resumes.
Group Projects. etc. All formats.
specializing in APA. Micro/mini
tape
transcription.
Fax.
NC MAGAZINE MP 25 CIFE/WTH CO Experienced. dependable, quick
Make money from Gas, Elec.. Tele., retum. Almaden/Branham area.
Internet espansion. Canada Germany, Call Linda (408) 264-4504.
UK Rob Lane (650)692-1480

4.332111111M

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters,

numbers, punctuation &

spaces between words.

U:LICLIJUZLIEJUJIJUJUUCICIUUCIZICIIMUZLIU
JLIJUJULILIZIJULICIJJDULILILILIUZIUULIIZILE:ILI
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines
$1 for

A

CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products of
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of pakl advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

’,45

Two
One
Days
Day
$7
$5
$8
$6
$9
$7
$10
S8
each additional line

Three
Days
59
$10
511
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
514

After the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per clay.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for $3 eacti.

SEMESTER RATES
lines: $90
lc
3-9 biles. $70
15-19 lineS $110

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

News

Please check

Address

one classification:

CWASIate

zla oar

Phone

Send check or money order to:
Spartan Daity Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, GA 95192-0149
\ Classified desk is located in DWIght BMW Hsi Room 20e.
II Deadline 1000 a.m two weekdays before publeallOn.
II All ads are prepaid No refunds on canceled ads
II Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277

.1

_Campus Clubs’
Rental Housing
Greek Mseseges* _ Shared Housing’
_ Real Estate
_Even’
_Announcements’
Services’
_Lost and FoundHealth/Beauty’
_Volunteers’
Sports/Thrills
_For Sale’
Insurance
_Mos For Sale’
Entertainment’
Travel
_Carman Etc ’
Tirtoorrtf
_Med’
_Jam:km.0i
Word Procesonq
_Opporturirtes
Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in perSon
DBH2 0 9, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

IAIANTED
HAMMERED DULCIMER TUTOR
Have dulcimer. Lne dose to school.
Cal Pad at 44032959146

TRAVEL
BE FLEXIBLE...
Europe 5448 r/t plus taxes
TRAVEL ANYTIME IN 1999!
Hawaii $119 o/w
MexicqCarbbean $1.89 r/t *taxes
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE!!!
CALL: 415-8349192
www.airhitch.org
ALTERNATIVE SPRING BREAK
Pcnentre al de Oegon Coast Yoga.
Meltabon, Oadoor
Mad
fkroe. Vegetarian, Fun. Mach 2327.
$165.18038362387

INCOME TAXES
15% off w/ Student ID. ,
Ask about NEW
’98 Student Tax Credits!’
CRS (408) 281.3555. San Jose
or (510) 435-4061, Fremont.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57 00 per year
Save 30% - 6096
on your dental needs.
For info call 1.800-6553225. .

FOR SALE
95 FORD ASPEN dean, Greet
cahmuter, 66K miles. reliable. A/C
$4000 cto 40E32276696.

40r44,

Daily
SSWORD
ACROSS
Actor Malden
Dumbfounded
Nursery bed
Writer Wiese!
Divulges
"The Mammoth
Hunters" heroine
17 Office staples
19 Drizzle
20 Nerd
21 Scholarly
23 Ostrich’s cousin
25 Vigorous
26 Peddle
29 Shut noisily
31 Party givers
35 Actress Gardner
36 Prompted
37 Ancient German
38 Panther
40 Helena’s state
41 Antarnism
42 CNN s forte
43 Tractor-trailer
44 Bite
45 Ice-cream holder
46 Curved lines
47 Sense of 49 Cut off
(branches)
51 Further away
54 Planet’s path
58 - Mountains of
Russia
59 Sioux leader
63 Be fond of
64 Type of role
65 Cairo’s
river
66 - out scrapes
by with
67 Foreign
68 Look as if
1
5
10
14
15
16

W1IM
1 Saved
2 ’There ought to
be
3 Mellow

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

WWI MOM
OMMIMM
BOOM MOO MOM@
NABOB MOO@ 011051
ONO OOMMOMOOOMB
IIIMMOMP 7.
UMMOMOM
MOO =MON
MONO MOMOMM MG,411
MOM MOM UOMMM
UMO MMOMMO MOM
OOOMO MOM
010111MO&N
WOMOOM
OMOMOMOMOOM OM9
OMMM ODOM OMR@
MMOM UMOU OMMMIA
OMMWO
MOM OMEI
01998UndedFoakeeSynolicim!...

4 Cast a sidelong
glance
5 Alphabet
starters
6 - Friday
7 Onassis
nickname
8 Dress feature
9 Some highway
curves
10 Obey (orders)
11 ’ Saving
Private -"
12 Tennis standout
Nastase
13 Stripe
18 45 or 78
22 Parthenon site
24 Exorbitant rate
of interest
25 Young boy
26 Hollows
27 Happening
28 Singer Judd
30 Conducted
32 Brenda. Be Ie.
or Bart

33 Gin’s
companion .. ,
34 Hosiery leaf&
36 Violin -string.
’
material
37 Linen -closet ’
item
39 Tiny apertures’
40 Sign on a
certain door
42 Neither’s
partner
.
45 Pen for horse.s .
46 Cooks’ attire .:
48 Saudi city
:’ 50 - and aah
51 Regulation ’" . .
52 Actor
’."
Estrada
53 Brand
.
55 Soft cheese:.
56 Capri. e g .
57 Swarm (with) - , :
60 "How doingr
61 Last letter , . .
62 Over there .-

MEM MMEME MUM
UM= MEM MEM
MEMNON= UM=
MENEM
01111111M
MEM MEM
MIME MN= MEMEM
MEM NM NM=
MEM= MEM=
MUM MOM MEM
mum mom dMIIIM
MEM= MEM
MAME
MIlddd
MOMMIIMMEME
ME= MEM MN=
MOM MEM= WM=

.111111....a.gr
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Doi Sugune/Spartan
Gigi Jordan, a nurse instructor, demonstrates how to place a needle into a vein Thursday in a nursing skill class at the health building. Jordan has been teaching nursing for 15 years.

AIDS: Outlook still grim
methodology on reporting num:hers of HIV cases in the state of
California."
In Santa Clara County, 152
new infections, all arnong adults,
were reported this year, Shadle
said, emphasizing those numbers
reflect reported AIDS cases.
lrhe problem, Shadle said, is
those numbers don’t accurately
reflect all HIV infections. lb be
reported on any level, the infection must progress to AIDS to be
noted. This means the number of
infrcted individuals may be higher than statistics show.
The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention in Atlanta
are attempting to close the gap
between the numbers of reported
and actual cases by requiring all
states to track infections with
either code numbers or the names
of infected individuals. Former
Gov. Pete Wilson vetoed legislation in September that would
haVe allowed codes to be used for
tracking purposes, thus ensuring
the identities of infected individuals remained private. While
Wilson has said names would be a
more effective means of tracking
than codes, Gov. Davis has not
said which tracking method he
supports.
Both Wilson and Davis were
unavailable for comment on this
isaue.
The HIV virus weakens the
immune system so the body is
unable to fight off milder, more
common infections. The virus can
only be spread through direct contact with four bodily fluids of an
infected individual: blood, semen,
vaginal secretions and breast
milk. HIV becomes AIDS when
the number of an infected individunfs T-cells, which fight off infections, drops belcnv 200 cells per
square millimeter of blood. There
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School: going all year long
Continued from page 1
the dates of implementation, but
she said the bill would be accommodating to the CSU system.
The goal of a year-round program is to accommodate the growing influx of students and to
quicken the process of obtaining a
degree, Reed said.
Randy Earle, a supporter of the
bill, and a theatre arts professor
at San Jose State University, said
a year-round program would help
students get classes easier.
"I think we should go to three
15-week semesters. We are wasting university facilities during
the summer," Earle said.
Reed said there was no survey
done by the CSU to determine if a
year-round school system was
what the professors and students
wanted.
Sara-Jane Todd, a public relations major, said she didn’t like
the idea of a year-round school
system.
"I like my summers for work,
and we’ve grown up with summer
as vacation time," Todd said.
Reed said if students don’t
want to take summer classes,
they simply don’t have to, and
there would be no repercussions.
Bill AB 126 states the year-round
program "...would not mean that
all students would be required to
take academic courses yearround."
Jack Haeger, the advising coordinator for the English department, said if the year-round program were done fairly and
equably it might be attractive to
professors, but he still has doubts.
He said he suspects this is a way
to get cheap labor with parttimers, meaning the CSU will
hire part-time teachers instead of
promoting teachers to tenure.
"That would cheapen the educational experience. It seems to
me that he (Reed) wants to tum
the CSU into a diploma mill,"
Haeger said.
In a previous Spartan Daily
article, Reed said, as for the professors, if they don’t want to teach
in the summer, there will be others, such as part-time teachers or
non-tenure faculty, who will.
Bill AB 126 states a year-round

or

Continued from page 1

tint)k

is still no cure for HIV.
National, state and county figures all reflect the same trends,
according to their reporting agencies. The highest population at
risk for HIV infection continues to
be men who have sex with men,
with intravenous drug users a distant second. Individuals between
the ages of 30 and 39 represent
the group with the highest percentage of infections. More men
than women have been reported
to carry the virus.
Nationally, the virus tends to
be most prevalent among blacks,
according to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.
On state and county levels,
Caucasian men have more infections, as a group, than any other
race. The California Department
of Health Services reports Sim
Francisco County has the highest
about 3,042 of
incidence
infection per 100,000 people
among all counties.
However, the advances made in
treatments have allowed state
fatality rates from AIDS to drop
from 95 percent in 1983 to 5 percent in 1998, according to the
California Department of Health
Services.
While health agencies focus on
tracking the virus, researchers are
looking at new ways to tame it.
"You have to be realistic," said
Jay Levy, cautioning against
excessive optimism. Levy, an
acknowledged co-discoverer of
HIV in 1983 and professor in the
department of medicine at the
University of California San
Francisco, said current research is
aiming to control, not eradicate,
the virus.
At the sixth annual Conference
and
Retroviru sea
on
in
Infections
Opportunistic
Chicago last month, 3800 people
gathered to present and hear the
results of new HIV treatment

research. Approximately 800
abstracts were presented there.
according to the conference’s Web
site. Among the findings were the
origin of one HIV strain a specific chimpanzee species; and new
protease
of
combinations
inhibitors, or drugs infected individuals take to keep their immune
systems boosted. Additionally,
since the virus tends to become
immune to different types of
drugs, researchers are better able
to tell people which drug combinations will not work vs. those that
would, according to the conference
Web site.
Levy said exploring new drug
combinations is the best way to
treat the virus.
"You have to look at the
immune system and boost it from
the inside," Levy said, who added
approaches to attacking the virus
won’t work since it continues to
mutate. He is attempting to develop a vaccine by researching
increased cellular response in
mice, which he said has worked.
"We (the medical community)
will handle it and control it like
many other viruses that have
plagued us," Levy said.
Rick McCormack, of San
Francisco, is a long-term survivor
of the HIV virus. Through the
NAMES Project, the organization
that compiles the AIDS memorial
,quilt, McCormack teaches adolescents about how it is spread. He
said it is important to focus on the
present situation, rather than
medical
for
further
hope
advances.
’There is not a cure out there,
and when you (the media) tell people that everything is good they
get happy and leave it at that," he
said. ‘They shouldn’t."
That is what Battle wants
SJSU students to understand the
next time he talks about sports
Ca rs.

system, " ... would not mean that
university faculty would be
required to teach year-round."
Many professors said they currently use their summers for
research, publishing or other
catch-up work.
Professors don’t have a
research requirement, Reed said
However, according to the
University Academic, Retention,
Tenure and Promotion packet, in
the guidelines for professors to
obtain tenure, it is implied and
professors on campus said it is
indeed required. Stan Underdal, a
history professor, said it was
increasingly difficult to find
younger teachers to come and
teach at SJSU.
Underdal pointed out that Part
B, number 3, of the packet, entitled Promotion to Professor,
reads, "Promotion to professor
requires ... significant contributions to the department college, or
university through committee
work or other appropriate service.
In addition, it is expected that
candidates for promotion to professor will present evidence of
substantial achievement and of
continuing activity in their profession, either through scholarly
or artistic or professional contributions in their field, or through
leadership in their professional
communities."
"A younger faculty member in
the UC system has to do research
to achieve tenure. It’s publish or
perish," Underdal said.
If implemented, the bill will
allow more state funding to the
universities Warren said. The
state pays a full time equivalent,
FTE.
Meaning the state pays a certain amount of money to the university for each full-time student
enrolled. Swisher said for the
1999-2000 academic year, the university will receive $5,487 per
full-time student from the state.
As it stands now, the state does
not give any money to the university for winter or summer session
Warren said. That is why the winter and summer sessions are
approximately three times more
expensive.
With the new bill however, the

fees will be the same as spring or
fall semesters because the state
will be funding the program.
Michael Kwok, a finance major,
said year-round school could be
good for students.
"It’s advantageous because
they (students) won’t have to pay
those ridiculous prices," Kwok
said.
For the previous winter session, a three-unit class would cost
students $465.
While Reed wants the yearround program in effect by next
summer, many professors still
have unanswered questions.
Laree Huntsman, a professor
in the psychology department,
said faculty doesn’t have enough
information on the program.
"From a student perspective, it
(year-round) is good. From a faculty perspective, we don’t have
enough information to know if it’s
a good thing or not," Huntsman
said
Several professors have raised
questions. Answers have not been
provided for issues such as: would
the state provide additional budget allocations to hire tenure-line
faculty? Will professors be
required to teach in the summer
and if so, will the pay still be comparable to the pay that teachers
are currently getting for continuing education which Huntsman
said was considerably more? Will
the school be on the quarter system or same system as now? And
where does research time fit in?
Warren said the afore mentioned specifics were completely
in the hands of the CSU system.
The state doesn’t regulate these
things, she said.
Swisher said the specifics were
up to each individual campus to
determine how it will handle
things.
Sylvia Hutchinson, the public
affairs officer, said as of yet SJSU
doesn’t have all of the specific
answers for these questions.
Hutchinson said the administrators will be conferring with faculty on these matters, but first they
need to try to identify what costs
might be involved.
Hutchinson said as of now, a
schedule has not been set up.

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
DEVELOPING SPECIAL!!!

March 8
through
March12
3x5 single prints
Develop and print special

12 Exposure $1.99
24 Exposure $2.99
36 Exposure $3.99
Applies to full frame 110 and 135, Full frame original rolls.
SpartanBookstore
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All students welcome on this day!
Internship, co-op & summer opportunities

Enter to win a
Hewlett-Packar
calculator,

sisu event center ;

K AFTER LABOR DAY!"
Rap
Earn Lc to $1030 extra cash by worktig as a Full Service Slot
and stawig tircugh Labor Day.

F3efore you accept a position with
any other company,
consider the
following:
Spend your summer in beautiful Lake Tahoe in Nevada
Waitrign our Casno, Hclei cr Food and E3ekrage Depdrtnerts

$1000 in our tuition drawing!
Win $300 in our Text Book drawing!

V Win

Harveys Representatives will be on C.arnpus
for the Summer Internship Job fair
W:derwt,es= Tar:nth 10, 1ter999
For more nformanon piease contact
Haiey Center
Vlsot out website at
atm., tervays-tanoe conterrcloyment
144GO-553-1022 ext 2225

Harveys is an equal opportunity employer and
promotes a drug tree work environment

1

POSITIONS
COI/CDC IS NOW HIRING FOR FULL TIME 6 PART TIME

DIRECTOR ASST. DIRECTOR TEACHER AIDE

accredited, quality, chiki development
(Air mission is to enrich children’s lives through
programs and enhanced family and provider services

INFANT/TODDLER, PRESCHOOL AND SCHOOL AGE PROGRAMS IN
MORGAN HILL 5 REDWOOD CITY
SAN JOSE, CUPERTINO, SARATOGA, CAMPBELL, SUNNYVALE,

*Child development
H igh/Scope
NAEYC Accreditation
’Health & Safety *Reggio Emilia
Behavior management AND MORE!

0401K
Medical/Pental/Life Insurance
Faid Vacation, Sick & Holiday
*Child care discount
AND MORE/

CHILD DEVELOPMENT INCORPORATED
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTERSCONTINUING DEVELOPMENT INCORPORATED

EDE/AA
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A Fujitsu Company
tf you’re following the development of computers today, you may already be aware of
an industry pioneer by the name of HAL C,omputer Systems, Fujitsu’s leading -edge
technology company.

Summer internship & 6 month Co-Op Opportunities
Utilize your BS/MS/Ph.D in EE/CEJCS degree in developing high performance microprocessors
Good understanding of computer architecture fundamentals and VLSI knowledge are required
to design and verity various logic blocks of microprocessor core Responsibilities will include
logic design, circuit design. logic verification, and physical design Prior experience in microprocessor or ASIC design as a Co-op is a plus.

Visit us at Career Expo ’99
Wednesday, March 10th
10am - 3pm

OrEiniterrach
Meet us at the Job Fair March 10. 1999!
Granite Rock is a leading construction material supplier and
heavy civil engineering constructioin contractor in the SF and

Take advantage of this opportunity! If you are looking to acquire hands-on engineering
experience and work with professionals in a Hi -Tech environment with casual attire, flexible hours, open-door policy, food vending, Friday lunches/BBO and gourmet coffee,
please send your resume to: HAL Computer Systems, 1315 Dell Ave., Campbell, CA
95008; FAX: 408-341-5402, E-MAIL: ysa@hal.com. An equal opportunity employer.

www.hal.com

Monterey Bay areas. Our 99 year commitment to quality
excellence and customer satisfaction has earned us the nation’s
top business award, the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award
and the distinction of being listed as one of Fortune Magazine’s
"100 Best Companies to Work For in America" in 1999.

We are seeking interns for the following positions:

Why AMDAHL?

Concrete & Building Materials Inside Sales
Materials Testing Engineer
Project Engineer (Heavy Civil Engineering)

Because 50% of the Fortune 500 companies, have done,
will do, or are doing business with us. For over 25 years,
we have been providing hardware, software, and services
to the largest users of information technology - the stock

For more info. contact Barbara Kimball, Human Resource Services,
(831) 768-2061 or by e-mail: bkimballOgraniterock.com.
Visit our website: WWW.graniterock.com

exchange, airlines, banks, postal service, and universities
to name a few. Our headquarters are in Sunnyvale, CA,
the heart of Silicon Valley, where we have 4,000 employees.
Send your resume to "jobs@amdahl.com".
Amdahl is proud to be an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Interns:

’

We are seeking Comp. Engr, Elec. Engr,

r

Comp. Science, Finance, Accounting,
Webpage Designers (java, per!), HR/Psych
and Human Performance majors.

Grads:

We are seeking Comp. Engr, Elec. Engr,

Aor

Comp. Science, Finance, and
Accounting majors.

AMDAHL

www.amdahl.com/doc/emPloYment
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AnENTION:
MASTER S IN SOCIAL WORK, PSYCHOLOGY,
& COUNSELING

R4 CHELORS IN SOCIAL WORK, PSYCHOLOGY, SOCIOLOGY, CHILD
DEVELOPMENT, & HUMAN
SERVICES

Are you ready for a challenge?
Gilmy
FOODS

glir"

INTERNSHIPS

is osne of California’s largest and fastest growing
suppliers of industrial food ingredients and a
leader in the dehydrated food industry

conesoimot9,Piencene

finance
cost accounting intern
research & development
new product intern
process development intern
summer R&D intern (3 openings)

FULL-TIME POSITIONS

WEE EXPO

Iwo 10, EVENT WEN

CHILDREN’S SOCIAL WORKERS
TRAINEES, I AND II
BILINGUAL (SPANISH / ENGLISH) HIGHLY
DESIRABLE
1 SI 50 ti.ILMOFTWEALSPANIS0 SPEAKING BILINGUAL Wilk
Minimum requirements
Trainee
Bachelors degree in
Psychology.
Sociology.
Child
Human Services

Social VVork,
Development

STARTING SALARY
S2169.27
CSW /
(Spanish Asian American Indian or
Amencan-Sign Language only) same as Trainee
plus one year paid experience providing child
protective services

STARPNG SALARY
$2554.36

customer service
customer service representative
finance

CSW // Masters in Social VVork. Psychology or Counseling
or same as above plus 2 years of paid experience

STARTING SALARY

accounts payable coordinator

S2984.09

general accounting manager

WTH AlAsTERS DEGREE

staff accountant
management information systems
business Systems Analyst
programmer Analyst
research & development
new products development technician
senior food technologist
shipping
transportation coordinator

Looking for
work e9erience?
Internship, co-op &
summer opportunities

March 10. 19,99
SJSU Event Center
- :00

$3321.55
LA County Department of Children and Family Services is the
largest child protective agency in the nation With 27 regional
offices throughou, the County, and an Adoptions Division. we
service a most diverse urban and rural population Children
Social Workers provide protective services to abused and
neglected children and their families
They liaison with
community and pnvate agencies, foster parents and the
Juvenile Court system to ensure a safe and nurturing
environment for children
AEOE
Los Angeles Comity
Department of Children and Family Service.s
550 Sosth Vermoot, Room 207
Los Amides, CA 90020
21 hour job hotline (213) 351-6417
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WORKJNG FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.
"IE

P
Air R
eOperati
Telecom Interns (

Wed. 3/1 0

s. 3/11

WIDDI A.R1 YOU OODIO TO SI Olt
2 DAYS?
WHY NOT SEE UPS AND HUNDREDS 01 WHIR EMPLOYIRS AT THE CAREER EXPO?
Whether you are looking for a good part-time job to help you
finance your education, or looking for valuable experience, let
UPS help you accomplish both. Working 3-5 hours per day you
can earn valuable benefits, a good wage and tuition assistance.

ENTRY-LEVEL MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

UPS also offers career positions in marketing, business
development, and in technical fields. SO, come prepared with
plenty of resumes and comfortable shoes to meet with our
recruiting staff on Wed. 3/10 or Thurs. 3/11 from 10 am - 2 pm.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

For Part-time Job Info. Call our 24 Hour Job Hotline
Toll Free 1 -888-JOB-4877
web: www.ups.com

YOU’VE BEEN RAZZED FOR
BEING SO ENERGETIC.
AROUND HERE, YOU’LL GET
PROMOTED FOR IT.
ers get nght to the point You’re !oolong for a
career that puts your hrainpower to work One
that gives you the freedom to make important
decisions and the authonty to make them fly
And you want an opportunity that makes the
most of every talent you possess One that
finanoally rewards you for your contnhulions
not your tenure Well gue,s what, You’’,

jusi found it Unierprise Rent-A-Car has entry
level management opportunities that gtve
the freedom to make cntical decisions Join us
and have hands-on Involvement in every aspeti
of business management from sales and
and
to
customer
service
marketing
adnuntst 1411011 his growth opportunity offers
a competitive salary and benefits package

Enterprise Ftent-A-Car has just been named
one of FORTUNEmagazine’s 100 best companies
to work for in America!

Looking for
work ex erience?

Use Your Head. Join Enterprise.
I or tonsoleration, please forward resume to
IIR Ikpt
1615 Pearl Avenue
San Jose, CA 95116
Phone (406) 467-1100
Fax (408) 445-7531

Internship, co-op &
summer opportunities

March 70, 7999

Visit our Web site at: wwweraccom

MEnterprise

SJSLI Event Center
70:00 am - 3:00 pm

rent .-Cer

We are an equal oppnntintly employer

VJE HAVE AN OPENINO
FOR YOU ON OUR TEAM!

RECREATION INSTRUCTORS
City of Redwood City
Now hiring motivated, energetic individuals who
enjoy working with children for our summer
programs running 6/22/99-8/20/99. Apply at
Red Morton Community Center. 1120 Roosevelt
Ave.. RWC. or Sandpiper Community Center.
797 Redwood Shores Parkway, RWC or call
650-780-73 II for more info. City Applications
reqq. We will interview qualified candidates in May.

Reamed
Oity!,;22:

PROGRAM DIRECTORS (35-40 hrs./wk.)
Responsible and creative people needed to run a
variety of camps & summer programs. Experience in staff
supervision & program planning desired. Most programs are designed for
40-60 children, ages 4-12 Salary: $9.50-$14/hr
RECREATION LEADERS
Salary. $6.75-$9 50/hr. Several opportunities available in the following positions.
DAY CAMP COUNSELOR-Responsible for leading games, nature
activities and arts and crafts for children ages 4-12. Must be 16 yrs. of age.
KIDS KLUB LEADER-Responsible for leading games. arts and crafts
and sports for children ages 5- 12. Must be 18 yrs. of age.
TEEN LEADERS -Work w/ teens on excursions and Center-based
activities Exp. w/teens preferred.Work in outdoor education & high
adventure a plus. Must be 18 yrs of age.
LIFEGUARD (35 hrs/wk.) Must possess current lifeguard card.WS1 card preferred.
CPR & first aid certification. Programs are at Herkner & Hoover pools. Duties
incl. lifeguarding & teaching swim lessons.
Salary: $8 75-$10.75/hr.
SWIMMING POOL MANAGER
(40 hrs/wk.) Extensive aquatics
exp. necessary. Previous experience
managing aquatics facility & supv.
staff desired, 3 yrs lifeguarding
exp. Must possess current lifeguard
card,WS1 card. CPR and first aid
certification.
Salary $1 1.50-$12.50/hr.
EOE

C 11 C C a

Internship, co-op &
summer opportunities

/101.3r-ch la 1999
SJSI I f vent Center
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We’re Looking For

m’STARS!

Pier 1 imports is North Arnenca’s leading specialty retailer of imported home
fumishinp and fashions, with stores in 48 states. Puerto Rico, Canada, the United
issit,,70 Kingdom, Japan and Mexico We arc always interested in meeting people who
05,100t shine to help us maintain our status at the top! If you’re ready for a fun, friendly
11.70,010 work environment, super merchandise discount, and monthly incentives, consider
#00 joining our team!
OP
PO

Associate Managers
Associate Manager Interns

astior We seek team leaders with a positive, ’can do’ attitude to assume a key
11:17.0111, management role. Our Associate Managers work directly with Store Management,
0000 making decisions critical to the succeu of our stores. You’ll enjoy a vanety of
we responsibilities, including peopk and operations management, customei service,
01011:0 selling and merchandising. To be successful, you’ll need great leadership skills, a
strong commitment to sales, and exceptional customer service and organizational
abilities. Requirements also include either a Bachelor’s degree in a related field and
::::00.6ea supervisory experience, or a retail management background.
sof,....00
1:07,0011

If you’re that special someone who will make a significant contribution to our
team, we have a lot to offer you, including comprehensive benefits and
competitive compensation To learn more about these exceptional
opportunities, visit our booth at the Career Fair! If unabk to attend, please
email your resume via ourcorporate web site at www pier’ com, fax resumes to
010. (619) 623-9636; or mail to: Pier 1 imports, Attn: Human Resources, 4275 Executive
000. Square, Suite 310, La Jolla, CA
00:0: 92037 Equal Opportunity Employer
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5eneca Center a leatier irprming innintAee servIces to children ages 2-18
leam.ng disablites. *looking for team
Wth severe emat4onal. behvoral
players tojoin our om,anizaton Fosrtons avallable in the East bay 5F
Fairfleit and 5an Mateo Wecrff compeatIve salanes meted benefrts ano
a n and supportrie woriong environment) EOE For more informaton call
1-877k73 -022 Resume5 ter 5ereca Center 2275 Arlington Onve 5an
Leandro CA 34-578 or fax (510) 276-6328 www sene act nter o-g
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Looking For
work experience?

X.".

PierlimporN

COEN COMPANY, INC.
Combustion Engineers & Manufacturers
Engineering Training Program
VISIT OUR BOOTH ON MARCH 11T11,1999
Position:
Associate Engineer

-me

Qualifications:
B.S. Degree in Mechanical, Chemical, or Electrical
Engineering.

Description:
The program starts with six months of in-house orientation
and technical training in Burlingame Division Engineering,
Woodland Division Engineering, Quality Assurance, and
Field Service Departments. The next twelve months are
spent in the field, working with experienced field service
engineers on Coen equipment at jobsites around the world.
Temporary relocation outside of Califomia is generally
required during field training.
Following successful completion of the field work, project
and sales engineering positions will be available in both the
Burlingame and Woodland Divisions.

t.):1
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NOT MANY KIDS DREAM OF SOMEDAY
BEING IN THE DISTRIBUTION BUSINE S
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RE WORKING ON TH
CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
Management
Sales

I

Putchas
’Fmance

Come visit our booth,
March 11, 1999,
at the Career Expo.

Ferguson has doubled in size every five years since our beginning in 1953. Today we’re the largest U.S.
distributor of plumbing products and we’re still growing. That growth offers the kind of opportunity that
dreams are made of. We encourage business and liberal arts majors to apply.
Contact the Career Development Center for more information.

FERGUSON
ENTERPRISES,INC,’

P.O. Box 2778, Newport News, VA 23609-0778

(757) 874-7795

www.ferginc.com
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IBM Corp.

ACORN Community Organization

Intel Corp.

Adapter, Inc
Advanced Mien) Devices, Inc.

Centsul YMCA

Interval Research C.orp.

Affyrnax Research Institute

Cisco Systems, Inc.

JCPenney CA)., Inc.

ALLIANCE for Community Care

City of Cupertino Parks & Recreation

KPDC TV - CBS

Alum Rork Counseling Center

City of Redwood City Parks & Recreation

KPMG Peat Marwidc LLP

Alzheimer’s Assoc.

City of Sanu Clara - Parks & Recreation

Legato Systems, Inc
Lifescan, Inc.
Lockheed Martin Corp.
Lucent Technologies
Mervyn’s Cahforrua
NASA-Mies Research Center

Asper! Telecommunications

National Semiconductor Corp.

Bay Area Youth Agency Consortium

New United Motor Mfg., Inc

BioSource Technical Service

Northwestern Mutual Life

San Francisco Ovonick

Alva]

San Francisco Intl. Airport Commission
San Francisco Public Works
San Jose Sute University CISE Dept.

By’ D.S. Perez
Sudrivriter

SandCraft, Inc
Sandia National Laboratories
Sanu Clara Valley Water District
Schlumberger ATE

United Parcel Service

Sheraton San Jose Hotel
Sibcon Graphics, Inc.
Soleroon Corp
State Farm Insurance

VLSI Technology, Inc.
Volunteer Exchange
Walgreen C,c)
Westem Athletic Clubs, Inc.

Career Explorers: Check out future opttons ot Career Expo’99
Job Sari:ors: Resumes and prolessoonol othre recommended
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